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Dover Publications. Paperback. Condition: New. 528 pages. Bereft of family and friends, Lucy Snowe
flees her empty life in England to seek independence and fulfillment in a wider world. Her gambit
takes her to the Belgian town of Villette, where she secures a job teaching English to the fractious
girls of Madame Becks boarding school. Sensitive but resolute, Lucy struggles with feelings of
isolation, and she despairs of her relationships with an English doctor and a haughty schoolmaster.
Her dilemma finding a romance that offers both intimacy and freedom remains as resonant today
as it was for Victorian readers. Charlotte Bronts last and most autobiographical novel is a vivid
narrative of deftly drawn characters and memorably depicted places. Originally published in 1853,
it reflects the authors deep loneliness at the loss of her siblings. The remarkably modern heroine, a
creature of moody complexity, far predates the advent of psychoanalysis. Villette is nevertheless a
powerfully moving psychological study, acclaimed by George Eliot as a still more wonderful book
than Jane Eyre, and by Virginia Woolf as Bronts finest novel. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Reviews
A high quality ebook as well as the typeface employed was exciting to read. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at
at any moment of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you request me).
-- Decla n Wieg a nd
This kind of pdf is almost everything and made me seeking forward and much more. It is actually packed with wisdom and knowledge You will not really
feel monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogs are for about when you question me).
-- Ma r tina Ma g g io
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